
1 Thank you, Mr Chairman .

2 I have the honour to speak on behalf of the 10 Member States of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) namely Brunei Darussalam,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet Nam . We thank
Controller Ms Gina Casar and ACABQ Chair Mr Carlos Ruiz Massieu,
Chairman for introducing their reports .

3 SPMs have grown significantly in number, size and complexity in recent
years . Today, they include large field missions which have more in common
with peacekeeping operations than traditional UN political missions . Costs
have also escalated . In 2000-2001, $86 million was appropriated for SPMs .
The preliminary proposed budget for SPMs for 2014-2015 is $1 .1 billion, an
increase of well over 1000% . If the overall regular budget had followed a
similar trend, we would be discussing a budget proposal in excess of $25
billion today .

4 ASEAN recognises and fully supports the role played by SPMs in
conflict prevention, conflict resolution and peacebuilding . SPMs are often
deployed to address challenges which other actors are unwilling or unable to
deal with . They fill a gap in the maintenance of peace and security, helping
many who would otherwise be neglected . ASEAN deeply appreciates the
sacrifices of their staff, many of whom work in conflict and post-conflict
zones .

5 Given the important contributions of SPMs, their effective functioning
should be a matter of high priority for all Member States . To enhance their
effectiveness, we should undertake a serious review of their funding and
backstopping arrangements. With the burgeoning share of SPMs in the
regular budget, the inadequacy of the current arrangements is increasingly
evident . Proposals to address the problem were presented in 2011, but have
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yet to be acted on by this Committee .

6 The delay is partly due to the chronically late introduction of SPM
budgets. Today's introduction, for example, is taking place after the session
was supposed to have ended . The habitual late introduction of budgets
hinders substantive consideration of SPM funding and backstopping although
the reports on the latter have been outstanding since 2011 . ASEAN is deeply
concerned by this unnecessary impact . If a satisfactory outcome on funding



membership . This will allow responsibility and power to be distributed in a
way that is more equitable for everyone. The general membership of the UN
should not be unduly taxed if they have inadequate representation in the
decisions of the Security Council .

10 ASEAN Member States look forward to discussing all proposed
measures on funding and backstopping of SPMs . Thank you Mr Chairman .
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